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February 7, 2011

President Barrack Obama
And The UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL
PROCUREMENT LAW DIVISION
Washington, D.C. 20548
I, Linda Maroulis, owner and representative of International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC (IWE), protest the
proposal of the Detroit River International Crossing Project due to the following reasons:
1) I have already proposed the International Energy Bridge to be built and have been writing World
Leaders and Business Owners for two years to get approval and financing for my proposed
International Energy Bridge that is direly needed.
2) Climatic changes in the Earth are causing land shifting and our water ways are unsteady and can
flood and destroy vast cities’ populations in a matter of minutes. I proposed this bridge to save
Detroit and the People that live there.
3) The International Energy Bridge that I proposed will be a model that houses alternative energy tests
that will be used to furthermore the research of safe alternative energy projects globally. This will
help show that we have learned from past disastrous mistakes and that we have advanced by using
the latest technologies and combined forces to ensure efficient and safe processes for our
businesses and communities that will upgrade the value of life to the people, the City of Detroit, the
City of Windsor, the surrounding cities, the State of Michigan, the Providence of Ontario, the United
States Of America, the North, Central And South American Continents and the whole world.
4) I, Linda Maroulis, proposed the International WaterWay Competitions in 2009 and in 2010 to
Business Owners and Governmental Officials in the United States Of America to initiate competitions
to lessen the soft cost of projects like this one and to give Previous Officials and Senor Business
Owners humanitarian ways to give back to society. I then proposed these competitions to other
World Leaders and Business Owners to get more help and financial backing and for them to also give
back humanitarianly. The International WaterWay Competitions will help people learn to be
resourceful and conservative, yet productive, safe and efficient. These competitions will not be
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limited to schools, but will include the public so that the International WaterWay Competitions
promotes fairness and allows variety.
5) It is unlawful to take the plans that I proposed to Officials, Business Owners, and World Leaders and
change the name and location and use them, whether it be for their own fame, money or for their
friends and affiliates to profit off from or whatever reasons. The International Energy Bridge is my
proposal and will go through IWE. Otherwise, the United States Government, the Local
Governments, the Businesses, and World Leaders are violating my civil rights as a woman, as a
business owner, and as a citizen of the United States Of America. The plans I have proposed are what
I am dedicating the rest of my life to. I insist that I be given credit for and involvement in all of my
plans.
6) I proposed my International Energy Bridge to go along with my Build It Here, Ship It There; Anywhere
program in order to honor the businesses in Detroit and Michigan that have held tight to tradition
and faith and have kept business here to support the people residing in Michigan and Ontario
instead of moving everything out of the country like so many others did which led to jeopardizing our
national security and the security of countries across the world. The International Energy Bridge is
going to be built by the qualified local business that already manages this on the Ambassador Bridge
along with engineers from the bay area and other areas around Michigan and Ontario since it is my
proposal and my other plans already made enough money to pay for it in 2010. This is why I have
been able to get investors interested and it is unfair for Governmental Officials and Business Officials
to take over my contacts that I have risked my life to get.
7) My proposals were to support the Big Boys’ Businesses and the people in this area while supporting
our Governments as we transition into another era of technology. They were the ones that instigated
me proposing bigger and bigger until I perfected what was right for them and the people. I started
planning these proposals twenty seven years ago and I’m not going to just let everyone steal them
from me and then torture the residents in the areas involved. I thought I used to be a spoiled brat,
but these Big Boys have me way beat when it comes to that. I not only proposed my plans, but then
in less than a year I helped make them, the banks, utility companies and other businesses more than
enough money to pay for the cost of all of my projects and to supply a large percentage of the
People of Earth with water. The only thing I didn’t do is serve it to them on a Silver Platter and that
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is because all of the silver is in the banks along the water ways of the Alps. If they want it all served
to them on Silver Platter then they should go and get the silver and make me some Silver Platters.
While everyone is there don’t forget to get enough gold for our domes and teeth. The severe climatic
changes are causing structures like these to deteriorate at a faster rate than normal. We were
already behind on these types of maintenance issues and need to dedicate time and money into
getting caught up.
8) It was unfair to IWE and me, as a woman, a business and business owner, and as a citizen of
Michigan and of the United States of America, because we were not informed that Officials started
proposing my International EnergyBridge under a different name and location even as of last Spring
after I had sent my plans to the Department of Energy and the President of the United States of
America. I have the most interest at stake here because they are my plans that I have sought out the
investors for and I intend on making sure everything is handled properly and that it’s a win situation
for everybody. I am not going to watch misuse of funds from my plans and definitely am not going to
watch the investors I have attracted being taken advantage of. I have also been taken advantage of
in regards to these matters because of being poverty-stricken due to the unfairness of banks and the
misallocated funds that banks have been allowed to misuse. This also caused restrictions on grants,
loans, legal advice and has crippled any chances of any success I may have gained in the last few
years. My proposed International EnergyBridge will be built where I proposed it to be built, will go
through IWE, and will have a lower impact on the environment than previously built bridges.

Sincerely,

Linda Maroulis
International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC/Owner
Copy emailed to Matty Maroun, Ambassador Bridge 2-9-11 - How_are_we_doing@ambassadorbridge.com
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